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As a leader, talk is cheap. Action is what counts and practice makes a difference. Below are 
practical steps to improve performance.     

• Strategic Execution is parallel to your operations. If you’ve wondered why strategic 
execution is challenging for your organization, perhaps it’s because you haven’t viewed it 
as the addon to your business that it really is, entirely separate from operations. 
Operations meetings are important to deliver short-term goals and objectives, but setting 
strategic direction to address bigger challenges and opportunities facing your business 
doesn’t usually happen in those meetings. If you want to execute your strategies, you’ll 
have to carve out the time and give it the focus it demands. 
 

• Strategic Execution requires a strong leadership foundation and commitment. 
Companies that excel at strategic execution understand the necessary focus and discipline 
needed to succeed. They see it as a separate discipline requiring a different set of 
leadership muscles to excel at it, and they train their leaders to develop those muscles or 
else move them out for the good of the organization’s future. 
 
Companies that excel at strategic execution also commit leadership time and resources to 
it, holding rhythmic meetings – we recommend monthly - just for strategic execution. Just 
as importantly, they’re disciplined enough in those meetings to address strategic priorities 
and prevent them from becoming operational check-ins. 
 

• Readiness is critical for strategic execution. Good CEOs are realistic and self-aware when 
assessing their own organizational readiness for strategic execution. There are critical 
organizational qualities required for strategic execution, things like an aligned and 
cohesive leadership team, strong leaders down through the organization, and good 
company culture. Without any one of these, strategic execution is likely to fail. 
 
As CEO, you’ll need to assess organizational readiness in each of these areas before 
moving forward full steam ahead. It’s a tough question to ask, but otherwise your efforts 
will waste precious time and money while damaging the morale of your employees. 
 

• Stay curious and pay attention to trends. The best strategic thinkers remain curious and 
pay attention to what’s happening beyond what they can see. They ask questions, 
challenge assumptions, even remain open to changing long-held beliefs that previously 
served them well. They pay attention to trends and anticipate the issues and 
opportunities afforded by them. They seek out varying points of view so as not to drown 
in their own echo chambers. They understand deeply that one missed trend could be the  
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beginning of the end, much like Uber was to the taxi industry. Stay curious so that doesn’t 
happen to you. 
 

• Don’t underestimate the importance of psychological safety. Psychological safety is 
created when everyone in the company believes they can safely say what needs to be said 
without fear of punishment or retribution from anyone, especially senior leaders. Without 
safety, leadership alignment and organizational culture are greatly impacted, and 
employees at all levels withhold vital information useful to others. When that happens, 
strategic execution suffers because decisions are made without all the data. 

 
And recognize there’s a real difference between safety and comfort. When it comes to 
conflict and having difficult conversations, comfort often equates to avoidance, which 
won’t create the kind of honest communication prevalent in high-performing 
organizations. Safety doesn’t provide comfort, but it means the right environment has 
been created so employees and leaders can do what’s uncomfortable to navigate through 
conflict together without fear of retribution. 
 
We’ve found strong psychological safety to be game-changing in organization after 
organization, team after team. If that’s something you lack, let us know. We can help. 
 

• Strategic execution suffers – and often fails – without strong, mature leaders from the 
CEO down to front-line supervisors. You heard in episode 23 that strategic alignment at 
the senior leadership level is critical for strategic execution because nothing gets 
implemented unless senior leaders align. But what happens when you’ve worked so hard 
to gain that alignment but next-level leaders and frontline managers in the organization 
can’t cascade your message, deliver clear expectations, hold themselves and their teams 
accountable, or lead their teams to execute your plan? If you hope to improve at 
executing strategic priorities, you’ve got to invest more to develop the leaders in the 
company who’s help you’ll need, which means equipping them with the skills, tools, and 
resources they need to succeed. 
 

• Improve accountability and strategic execution by creating one central repository of 
tasks and commitments made by the team. It often happens in business meetings that 
each participant captures his or her own tasks and commitments to the team in their own 
notebook or To Do list. Strategic execution suffers when one team members doesn’t 
complete his tasks but no one else recorded or remembered what his tasks were.  
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Companies that excel at executing their strategic priorities have one central repository to 
track all tasks, commitments, owners, and dates, and they work from this repository in 
each strategic execution meeting. As new tasks or commitments are identified, these get 
quickly added to the central repository with an owner and a date by which the rest of the 
team can expect an update from or resolution by the task owner. Be careful not to make it 
punitive when someone misses a task or a delivery date. The purpose of the central 
repository is to improve strategic execution, not embarrass anyone. 
 
Pro Tip: If you haven’t used a central repository before and are just implementing one 
now, keep it simple. We often use a simple spreadsheet with 4 columns in it: Task, Owner, 
Date, and Additional Notes. 
 

• Limit the number of strategic initiatives. If everything is a priority, nothing is a priority, 
and your team will struggle to execute anything. Besides, we’ve already addressed that 
strategic execution is additive to the day-to-day work your people already do, so loading 
them up with too many strategic initiatives may be the straw that breaks the camel’s 
back. Not only won’t they be able to deliver your strategic initiatives, but their operational 
assignments will also suffer, as well. 

 
Pro Tip: 3 to 5 annual strategic initiatives is usually all an organization can reasonably 
deliver on. Check those off the list before you create others. 
 

• Identify what’s in your control and what isn’t. Strategic execution requires focus, so 
identifying and limiting distractions beyond your control is paramount to making the most 
of your time and resources. Be it corporately, organizationally, at a leadership level, team 
level, or even individually, listing out the obstacles in your path and categorizing them into 
what’s in your control and what’s not is often an eye-opening exercise that offers clarity 
and focus to those who do it. 
 

• Every strategic initiative needs one owner. The adage “Too many cooks spoil the broth” 
applies here as the more co-owners there are for one strategic initiative, the greater the 
likelihood that initiative will fail. Instead, choose one single owner for each strategic 
initiative with the authority to engage the right people, break deadlocks, lobby for and 
acquire critical resources, and remove the inevitable obstacles that are sure to arise 
during strategic execution. Having one owner also makes it easier for you, the CEO, to 
know who to go to for an up-to-date status report. 
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Pro Tip: The owner of a strategic initiative doesn’t have to be the one who’ll do the work. 
He or she just needs to commit to championing the initiative to completion. 
 

• Change does not have to dishonor the past. As quickly as our world is changing, your 
business must keep up if you hope to compete, and nothing should be off the table when 
it comes to change. What often inhibits our ability to change is our inability to accept that 
what got us here may not be what takes us to the next level. But change does not have to 
dishonor the past, nor is it some public admission that you’ve been doing things all wrong 
to this point. We like to think that what you’ve been doing in the past was necessary to 
get you to this point, and with the experience you gained along the way and the 
availability of new technology, you can build on that past success with new ways of doing 
things today and beyond. 
 

• Invite difficult conversations. Many CEOs do their best to avoid conflict at all costs, while 
good CEOs are adept at creating space for healthy conflict and navigating through it when 
it happens to maintain leadership alignment. Great CEOs, however, don’t just sit back and 
wait for conflict to happen, they invite difficult conversations and welcome them when 
they happen. They’re not afraid to ask tough questions they know will initiate conflict 
because they recognize strategic excellence comes from navigating through healthy 
conflict together. 
 

• If, after all this, you’re still struggling with strategic execution, perhaps it’s time to 
reevaluate the Why of your business. The clarity you gain by answering questions like 
“Why does our organization exist?” and “What is our purpose?” is helpful in engaging 
younger workers in your company. Younger employees – the high-tech ones you need if 
you want to compete – want to know their companies have purpose and make a positive 
impact in the world, so the answers to these questions will help you create more 
engagement in the culture. And you heard in this episode that disengaged employees are 
a clear inhibitor of strategic execution because you simply can’t execute without your 
people. 
 
 
 

To listen to this Episode again and tune in to episodes that you may have missed, go to 
http://www.thefrustratedceo.com/. 


